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ARSTRACT 

The equations employed for the measurement of geologic time are 
considered for a general radioactive process. Modified expressions are 
derived to take account of the continued escape, or sudden removal of 
the parent or dallghter elements. The case of the Pb 20'jPb206 method 
is also considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that methods based on radioactive decay are applicable to 
problems of geochronology whenever element-separating processes are involved. 
In particular, when such processes are capable of altering the relative concentra
tion 'of parent and daughter elements in the phases into which the larger system is 
differentiated, the time interval between the present and the element-separating 
event can be computed from a knowledge of the appropriate decay constants and 
anyone of the following sets of datal: 

(a) the initial and present concentrations of the parent; 

(b) the initial and final concentration of a daughter and the present con
centration of the parent or an " elder" daughter when radioactive equi
librium prevails. 

FuNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

Considering a parent element Po decaying through PI' P, ... , Pn in a radio
active chain with decay constants AO' AI, ." '" to form a stahle. daughter S, we 
have the equations, 
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ID ,l ll1 P" ,0 

[I) i '\) P, A"P" 

!.l) '\] P" 
DS 

where D represents (d/dt). 

Now, Batemun's ;'-.olulion:\ ('un he readily ohtained ry the I apl,let' tran:-.form 

o1cthod: denoiing tl:c transform~ by harred ...,~ mhol". thu,", 1>r i\ f p) 

If' \,] p" Po (i) 

[pi ,\1 i\ 
where 1',. (i) dcnnte~ the initial (I , '. OJ concentration of P,. 
w that. 

f (At. '\1 oj Pl (,) J I'lr <e Xrf 
1 

-+ P""1 (i) . e"~" 

,1,,' I',,! UI 

where Co, for instance. is obtained from the correspondin?, d~nominalor by sub
stituting p '~ .... A, in all (erms except (1' -; A,) which is '''I'pr'',,<'d, 

(I) Considering the special case 

P, (i), 0 for r 1. .. II, 

the expression reduces to the first summation on the R.H.S. 

Again, in all the natural radioactive series. 

Ao < ,\,. for r I, _ .11 

In this case, only (he first term of the summation is significant. tlms 

P" [I] = Po (I) ..... __ ,\!'.'.: •. ~~, .. .L , ., .. h" 
(A,- Ao)., ,tA" , ... , A.) . 



while 
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"" Po (i) ~o . e- lIo' 
A" 

Po (/) = Po (i). e-lIo', so that ,loP" (I) = A" p. (t). 
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This is the case of radioactive equilibrium, and in all cases except the post-Pleistocene 
formations, this condition is fulfilled for the uranium, Actino-uranium, and Thorium 
series. 

Further, in this case 

ds 'P ( 'P (.) _11". at = lin n t) = "0' 0 I . e 

so that we have 

S (I) - S (i) = P" (i) . [i'o' -- I] 

Knowledge of S (t), S (i), and P (t) enables the calculation of the age ,alue t. 

(2) If we now consider the presence of one of the daughter elements, say Pm (i) 

at t = 0, lhi' contributes a term (Am·· .,\,,-r) Considering 

again the case, A,) ~ \, so that 1.,1 ~ I, for the vallles of I, physically important, 
and integrating, we find the contribution to S (I), 

[Am .. . An_,) Pm (i) . E ~:' = Pm (il 

as can be directly worked out. 

This is physically evident, as the whole of the initial daughter has gone over 
to the stable product. 

3. ESCAPE OF PARENT, DAUGHTER AND INTERMEDIATES 

More interesting is the case where one of the danghter products is lost con
tinuously (say) by diffusion. A practical case is the leakage of radon from uranium 
minerals-a factor that vitiates age .determinations on s.nch minerals by the lead 
method.' 

One can assume to a first approximati on that the loss by diffusion is propor
tional to the concentration so that, we ha,ve for t~e build-up of the daughter element 

DP". = '\tJ~l . Pm- 1 -. AmPm - a'Pm 

where a represents a leakage factor. 

Hence the Laplace transform 
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- ~ •.. ~! P . 
p" (\,' 1') ... (Am u.: 1') .. 1.\ !,,' "II) 

Hence as h~f{)rc 

P" . 

and 

S (I) -. S (i) IJ 

The end·product i, thus redllccd by a fraction, (\,.,\",1 It), where;, rc'prc'ults the 
leakage factm. 

A special case arises when the parent itself b bkd away at a c<lIHallt ralc. 
In this case evidently, 

so that again 

S (t) - S (i) ~" .... _'\L .. , P" (t) [eIA.;«,. - I] 
. 1.0 I- a 

Finally, we have to consider the case of the escape of the Jau¥htcr clement. 
In t his case. 

where a is the escape factor. In this case, 

S (p) ~, ('" A,,' P tl (n ___ + §(O 
, ,\,,)(1' ; ,,) p +" 

and since Po (t) ~"po (i), e-A
', we have for S (I) 0, 

s [tJ ~o •.• A.~ .. _. Po [tJ . [e IA ,,-"), - J J if A > " 
Au -- " 

while for the case, " > A, 

S [tl = '\0". p. (t) [I - e I"'\"'J 
(J. •••• ,'10 

The application of this case to the diffusion of helium from rock' und min<!fab 
has been discussed by the author,' 
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4. SUDDEN REMOVAL 01<' PARENT OR DECAY ELEMENT 
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Equally important is the loss of parent or daughter elements due to processes 
that can be regarded as " catastrophic". Thus, consider the case where a fraction 
j of the parent is lost at time I = t,; 

S [tJ - S [i] = "0' Po (i) . [ l e-·~,t dt + j /e-~ot cit] 
, t, 

poet) = (1 -f). PoCi)· e-~t 

so that, 

Actually, the chemical lead-uranium and lead-thorium methods are vitia ted 
by sdective leaching of the uranium and thorium by acid waters.' It is interesting 
to note that the (Pb'06/Pb 20') method, based on a comparison of the lead isotopes 
resulting from the decay of the uranium isotopes, suffers less from this error as 
both the isotopes are removed to the same extent by leaching. In fact, it happens 
that compensation is exact for ilot ~ I, for, in this case, retaining only the first term 
in the exponentials of the above equation, 

so that, 

S (I) _. S (i) = (Pb'"') = (iU:'") . ilo (t :... jt,) 

S (I) - S (i) = (Pb'"') = (iU~"}) - .\0* (t -- jl,) 

where .\0 and "0' are the decay constants of U"8 and U 235 respectively. 

Again, the same relation holds when we consider the case of the continuous 
escape of the parent, treated in the last paragraph this gives 

S (t) - S (i) = .\0 ~ a . Po (t) . [(.\o+a) t+(Ao+a)2 (2/2+ ... J 

For the case where (ii, +. a) t ~ I, retaining only the first terms in the exponential, 
the ratio Pb'07/Pb'"' remains unchanged. 

Finally, we can consider the case where a fraction j of one of the intermediate 
daughters is removed at time I = I" It is evident that for the case .\0 ~ "" the 
decrease in the final decay product, S (I) - S (i) is, 

LI S (t) = p. (i). e-~ot, • A. 
X; 
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